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ABSTRACT Context: User stories have been widely accepted as artifacts to capture the user requirements

in agile software development. They are short pieces of texts in a semi-structured format that express

requirements. Natural language processing (NLP) techniques offer a potential advantage in user story

applications. Objective: Conduct a systematic literature review to capture the current state-of-the-art of NLP

research on user stories. Method: The search strategy is used to obtain relevant papers from SCOPUS,

ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, SpringerLink, and Google Scholar. Inclusion and

exclusion criteria are applied to filter the search results. We also use the forward and backward snowballing

techniques to obtain more comprehensive results. Results: The search results identified 718 papers published

between January 2009 to December 2020. After applying the inclusion/exclusion criteria and the snowballing

technique, we identified 38 primary studies that discuss NLP techniques in user stories. Most studies used

NLP techniques to extract aspects of who, what, and why from user stories. The purpose of NLP studies

in user stories is broad, ranging from discovering defects, generating software artifacts, identifying the

key abstraction of user stories, and tracing links between model and user stories. Conclusion: NLP can

help system analysts manage user stories. Implementing NLP in user stories has many opportunities and

challenges. Considering the exploration of NLP techniques and rigorous evaluation methods is required to

obtain quality research. As with NLP research in general, the ability to understand a sentence’s context

continues to be a challenge.

INDEX TERMS Agile software development, natural language processing, systematic review, user story.

I. INTRODUCTION

User stories are increasingly gaining a place in the software

development process, especially in agile software develop-

ment. User stories are the most widely used artifact in agile

software development [1], [2] that express requirements from

the user’s point of view.

A user story is a semi-structured specification of require-

ments written in natural language. A user story template

may take the following form [3]: as [WHO], I want/want

to/need/can/would like [WHAT], so that [WHY]. It contains

important elements of requirements: WHO wants it, WHAT
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is expected from the system, and optionally, and WHY it is

important [3], [4].

The rise of agile software development has attracted

researchers and practitioners into this research field

[1], [5], [6]. User stories, as the most widely used artifact

in agile software development, are challenging to explore.

The fact that they are written in natural language makes them

easily understandable to stakeholders. However, require-

ments written in natural language have drawbacks, such as

ambiguity, inconsistency, and incompleteness [7]–[9].

Natural language processing (NLP) techniques offer poten-

tial advantages to improve the quality of user stories. NLP can

be used to parse, extract, or analyze user story data. It has been

widely used to help in the software engineering domain (e.g.,

managing software requirements [10], extraction of actors
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and actions in requirement document [11], software feature

extraction [12], software testing [13], etc.).

Some studies have used the NLP approach applied to user

stories to accelerate the software requirements process. As a

new research field, it is interesting to obtain a clear under-

standing of NLP research on the user story direction.

This study aims to provide insight for researchers and prac-

titioners about the state-of-the-art research related to the role

of natural language processing on user story specification.

This study also provides a future research direction related

to user stories. Align with agile manifesto, i.e. uncovering

better ways of developing software, this systematic literature

review is conducted to achieve these objectives. Our specific

objectives are to understand what research topics of the user

stories have been explored, including the methods and tools

used. The challenges of NLP research in user stories would

also be identified.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 provides an overview of the user story concept,

followed by a brief overview of NLP; Section 3 provides a

review of existing survey (review) papers on NLP and user

story research; Section 4 presents the objectives, research

questions, and review methods; Section 5 outlines the key

findings of our study; Section 6 provides a discussion on

the findings and identifies the study limitations; and finally,

Section 7 draws the study conclusions.

II. USER STORY AND NLP

A user story is a short, semi-structured sentence that illus-

trates requirements from the user’s perspective. A user story

can be used to explain user desire or product description [14].

It consists of three aspects, namely aspects of who, what,

and why. The aspect of ‘‘who’’ refers to the system user or

actor, ‘‘what’’ refers to the actor’s desire, and ‘‘why’’ refers

to the reason (optional in the user story). These aspects are

arranged into one sentence with a certain structure. Several

formats/templates are usually used, including

As a <aspect of who>, I want <aspect of what>, so that

<aspect of why>

As a <aspect of who> I need < aspect of what >, so that

<aspect of why>

As a <aspect of who> I can < aspect of what >, so that

<aspect of why>

In order to < aspect of why > as a<aspect of who>, I can

<aspect of why>

The user story components consist of the following ele-

ments [15]:

Role: abstract behavior of actors in the system context; the

aspect of who representation

Goal: a condition or a circumstance desired by stakehold-

ers or actors

Task: specific things that must be done to achieve goals

Capability: the ability of actors to achieve goals based on

certain conditions and events

NLP is a computational method for the automated anal-

ysis and representation of human language [16]. The use

of NLP for software engineering tasks has become popular

with the increasing volume of data from software artifacts.

Examples of applications include requirement reuse [17],

requirement ambiguity detection [18], requirement classifi-

cation [19], [20], and sentiment analysis [21].

NLP techniques are usually used for text preprocessing

(e.g., tokenization, Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging, and depen-

dency parsing). Several NLP approaches can be used (e.g.,

syntactic representation of text and computational models

based on semantic features). Syntactic methods focus on

word-level approaches, while the semantic focus on multi-

word expressions [16].

III. RELATED SECONDARY STUDIES

No conducted secondary studies have focused on the

user story’s specification to the best of our knowledge.

Several secondary studies related to this area focus on

several issues/aspect/area (i.e., agile requirements engineer-

ing [1], [5], quality requirement management in agile soft-

ware development [22], the evolution of use cases [23],

and requirements engineering in model-driven develop-

ment [24]). Table 1 summarizes these works.

Schön et al. and Inayat et al. [1], [5] conducted a lit-

erature study related to agile requirements engineering.

Schön et al. [1] focused on stakeholder and user involvement,

while Inayat et al. [5] focused on adapting agile require-

ments engineering practices. These studies differed from ours

because they focused on the general part of agile requirements

engineering, while we focused on user stories as one of the

agile requirement artifacts.

Behutiye et al. [22] conducted a review that covered qual-

ity requirement management in agile software development.

User stories, which are artifact requirements widely used in

agile software development, were not specifically discussed.

The quality elements in the user story were discussed by [25],

who focused on the quality criteria for evaluating the correct-

ness of written agile requirements.

Tiwari and Gupta [23] reviewed studies related to the

evolution of use cases. Use cases are artifacts with almost

the same functions as user stories. They stated that use cases

increasingly utilize formal structures to facilitate software

development life cycle (SDLC) activities. It is interesting

to compare the development of use cases and user stories

to obtain an appropriate comparison. Loniewski et al. [24]

conducted a review study related to the use of requirements

engineering techniques for model-driven development. The

natural language (NL) requirements are usually used for the

automation of the SDLC process.

Bakar et al. and Nazir et al. [26], [27] conducted a review

study related to NLP application in engineering requirements.

Bakar et al. [26] focused on extracting NL requirements for

reuse in software product line engineering. Nazir et al. [27]

focused on NL application in software requirements.

Although the related literature studies written in this

section provided good information regarding requirements

engineering, no studies focused on the NLP application in
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TABLE 1. Related secondary studies.

user stories. Understanding current studies in this field can

be beneficial for researchers when identifying future studies.

IV. REVIEW METHOD

We adopted procedures from [28] and [29] in preparing the

SLR comprising three stages: review planning, conducting,

and reporting. The 2009 PRISMA Checklist was adopted as

a guide in writing this SLR report [30].

A. REVIEW PLANNING

We planned a review by identifying the research questions

relevant to the objectives. We determined the search strategy

and defined the detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria.

1) OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The rise of agile software development (ASD) research has

led to the increase of research related to user stories, which are

the most widely used artifacts in ASD. The user story format

that uses natural language makes the NLP application an

effective approach in user story research. As a new research

area, it is interesting to know the direction of user story

research that applies to NLP methods and techniques. This

study mainly aims to survey the state-of-the-art use of NLP in

user stories. We formulated the following research questions

to fulfill these objectives:

RQ1: What are the uses of NLP for user stories?

RQ2:What are the approaches available in research related

to NLP in user stories?

RQ3: What are the challenges of using NLPs in user story

research?

2) SEARCH STRATEGY

We obtained relevant studies by identifying keywords, cre-

ating a search string, and defining a database and search

parameters.

The set of keywords was determined based on the

objectives and research questions, specifically the uses,

approaches, and challenges of using NLPs in user story

research. We identified two main categories to determine

keywords based on objectives and research questions: ’ nat-

ural language processing’ and ’user story.’ We pinpointed

alternative spelling and synonyms to acquire comprehensive

results. Table 2 lists the final set of keywords.
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TABLE 2. Keyword used for search.

We then connected the set of keywords using Boolean

operators, such that the complete search string derived is

(‘‘natural language processing’’ OR ‘‘natural language’’

OR ‘‘NLP’’) AND (‘‘user stories’’ OR ‘‘user story’’)

We made minor adjustments to the search string based

on the electronic database characteristics. These adjustments

were done without changing the determined set of keywords

(e.g., making the search string lowercase, applying the search

items only in the form of research articles if possible, and

limiting the publication period from January 2009 to Decem-

ber 2020). We limited the publication period to only the

last ten years in hopes of obtaining the latest state-of-the-art

researches. Table 3 presents the details of the adaptation of

the search string application in the electronic database.

TABLE 3. Search sources.

3) INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA

We used the inclusion and exclusion criteria to select relevant

studies.

Inclusion criteria: the study (I1) is a peer-reviewed

publication, (I2) in English, (I3) published between

January 2009 and December 2020, and (I4) related to the

search terms specified (describing user stories using NLP).

Exclusion criteria: (E1) short papers, doctoral symposium

papers, summary of conference keynotes, proposals, lecture

notes, editorials, comments, tutorials, and review papers, and

(E2) published in a predatory journal or conference.

We used abstracts, titles, and keywords to evaluate papers

based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria for initial screen-

ing. When necessary, we also opened the full text of the paper

to evaluate the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

We then downloaded the full text of relevant studies to

re-assess the inclusion and exclusion criteria. We filtered out

studies not in compliance with the criteria. Studies that fit

our criteria were marked as primary studies. We eliminated

redundant studies. With this approach, we can be more effec-

tive in choosing papers for primary studies.

4) BACKWARD AND FORWARD SNOWBALLING

We used the snowballing technique to acquire more com-

prehensive results and reduce the risk of missing relevant

studies [31]. We applied backward and forward snowballing

for each identified primary study. Backward snowballing

was done by examining the reference list from the primary

studies to pinpoint additional papers. Forward snowballing

was accomplished by examining other papers citing primary

studies. Each primary study identified is a subject of further

backward and forward snowballing process.

B. CONDUCTING THE REVIEW

This section presents the results of the study search and

selection process. We also present the quality assessment

results herein.

1) STUDY SEARCH AND SELECTION

We searched the following online libraries based on the

predefined search strings: SCOPUS, Elsevier ScienceDirect,

SpringerLink Online Library, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital

Library, and Google Scholar.

We ran the search on electronic databases sequentially to

make the search effective. First, we searched SCOPUS and

recorded the results in a spreadsheet and Mendeley. Chrono-

logically, the search was followed by that on ScienceDi-

rect, SpringerLink, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, and

Google Scholar. Some databases provide CSV file down-

load features that simplify this task. We ran the screening

process by checking the titles, abstracts, and keywords and

applying the rules of the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Relevant papers were marked on a spreadsheet, downloaded,

and included in Mendeley software. We also ensured that no

redundant studies used this approach.

Searches on SCOPUS and Google Scholar were performed

at the beginning and the last because both search engines

are abstract indexing, collecting data from many sources.

SCOPUS was used as the starting point because its data are

curated. Google Scholar was used last because the search

results had themost results [32]. The other databases included

in the digital library category (e.g., ScienceDirect, Springer-

Link, IEEE Xplore, and ACMDigital Library) were searches

between SCOPUS and Google Scholar; hence, the paper

that appears can be easily identified in case of redundancy,

reducing efforts to manage redundant papers. Papers related

to RQ also have a high likelihood of being discovered in this

SLR.

A total of 64 relevant studies were found using this method.

The full text of studies was assessed for eligibility. This

assessment was done by reviewing the inclusion and exclu-

sion criteria once again and confirming whether the article

was eligible for the SLR topic. Thirty primary studies were

identified.
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The backward and forward snowballing techniques were

applied after discovering the primary studies. For the back-

ward snowballing, we used a reference list to obtain the rel-

evant studies. Simultaneously, for the forward snowballing,

we checked to see the citations of the selected studies in

Google Scholar. For the initial screening, we read the title

of the reference or citation to decide whether the studies

were relevant. We downloaded the full text of the rele-

vant study candidates to assess them using the inclusion

and exclusion criteria. Fifty-two candidates were identi-

fied for the relevant studies. Three studies were added to

the primary studies after applying the inclusion and exclu-

sion criteria. Fig. 1 presents the study search and selection

process.

FIGURE 1. Study search and selection process.

2) QUALITY ASSESSMENT

We used quality assessment to evaluate the methodological

quality of the primary studies. We adopted the quality assess-

ment applied by [1]. Table 4 presents the checklist used to

evaluate the quality of the included studies.

All primary studies (38 papers) were assessed based on the

quality assessments (Table 4). The first item (QA1) assesses

TABLE 4. Quality criteria for the study selection.

the purpose of each study. This question was answered

positively in 92% of the studies. The second item (QA2)

assessed if the study presents a detailed description of

the approach. This question was responded to positively

in 87% of the studies. The third item (QA3) asks about a

validation method of the result. Only 26% of the studies

employed appropriate validation methods. The fourth item

(QA4) assesses if studies are based on research rather than

opinion or viewpoint. Only 28% of the studies responded

positively. The final item (QA5) searches for the num-

ber of citations obtained by studies. Consequently, 46% of

studies were cited more than five times by other studies.

Fig. 2 shows the quality assessment scores of the primary

studies.

FIGURE 2. Percentage scores for the quality assessments of the studies.
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3) DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS

The data extraction was performed to obtain information

relevant to the research question. The data were extracted

following a predefined extraction form (Table 5). Using this

form enabled us to record the full details of primary studies

to address our research question.

TABLE 5. Data extraction form.

C. REPORTING THE REVIEW

The review results were reported by describing the sum-

mary of the studies and answering each RQ. The description

of each RQ was based on the data extraction results. The

2009 PRISMA Checklist [27] was adopted as a checklist for

issues that must be reported in the SLR.

V. REVIEW FINDINGS

This section describes the review findings. We included

38 primary studies in this SLR. For a full list of

primary studies in this SLR, visit the web page at

https://github.com/indrakharisma/NLPUserStory.

A. SUMMARY OF STUDIES

We identified 38 primary studies based on the reviewmethod.

Six (15.8%) studies were published in journals; 22 (57.9%)

were published in conferences, and ten (26.3%) were pub-

lished in book chapters. The studies were evenly distributed

in many publication venues, indicating that no single source

was preferred by the authors.

Almost half of the primary study settings were preliminary

studies. Eighteen studies (47.4%) expressed ideas and pre-

sented, at the very least, experimentation or case studies as

proof of concept. Twenty studies (52.6%) used an in-lab aca-

demic setting for research. No studies used industry settings.

However, several used real datasets from the industry in their

research.

Related to the number of publications per year,

Fig. 3 shows that the number of publications is continuously

increasing. An increasing number of publications has been

observed since 2014. The 2020 publications were recorded

until December 2020.

FIGURE 3. Distribution of the selected studies.

The correspondent/first author diversity of publications

had an even distribution, spreading from Europe, Asia, Amer-

ica, Africa, and Australia. Other countries, including Italy,

Turkey, Sweden, India, Indonesia, Iran, Thailand, Sri Lanka,

USA, Mexico, Egypt, and New Zealand, also contributed

papers (i.e., one primary study at the very least). We consid-

ered the location of the first author affiliation country to deter-

mine the authorship per geographical distribution (Fig. 4).

Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Brazil, and Morocco were

the most productive country with four to six publications

per country. Some studies were authored/co-authored by the

same person, indicating the existence of an active research

group in this field.

B. (RQ1) WHAT ARE THE USES OF NLP

FOR USER STORIES?

The results of the primary studies illustrated several NL

applications in user stories. We used the category of NLP RE

tools [70] to classify the goal of the primary studies as fol-

lows: (a) discovering defects; (b) generating a model/artifact;

(c) tracing links between model/NL requirements; and

(c) identifying the key abstractions. Table 6 presents a sum-

mary of the primary studies based on these categories.
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FIGURE 4. Authorship distribution per country.

TABLE 6. NLP in the user story goal.

Fig. 5 illustrates the year-wise distribution of the catego-

rized primary study goals. Two topics are the major concerns

that took most of the researchers’ attention: identifying the

FIGURE 5. Year-wise distribution of the categorized primary study goal.

key abstractions and generating models/artifacts. Both topics

continue to be studied on an ongoing basis since 2015. The

topic of key abstraction identification became the primary

choice in the early phases because researchers are still trying

to gain an understanding of a new and different characteristic

of user stories. The topic of generating models/artifacts is

always a challenge in software engineering research because

it can accelerate the software development time.

The following sub-sections present the direction of

research conducted by primary studies for each category.

1) DISCOVERING DEFECTS

This category has the primary purpose of finding defects and

deviations in user stories using natural language processing.

We also included a primary study that aims to improve the

requirements quality to this category. Five studies reported

methods for finding defects or improving the quality of user

stories. The category is meant to serve four purposes: (a) pro-

viding recommendations on incomplete requirements based

on the knowledge gap [33]; (b) identifying ambiguous user

stories [34]; (c) defining and measuring quality factors from

user stories [4], [35]; (d) obtaining a security defect reporting

form from the user stories [36] and (e) indicating duplications

between user stories [37].

Bäumer and Geierhos [33] identified incomplete require-

ments with preprocessing, lemmatization, and POS tagging.

Semantic role labeling was then performed to assign roles and

actions. The software description was collected as a seman-

tic data comparison for intuitive user guidance. Information

retrieval was used for the similarity search components.

Dalpiaz et al. [34] identified ambiguous user stories by

defining ambiguous meanings in user stories and calculating

the ambiguity based on the semantic distance.

Galster et al. [35] identified quality attributes in user sto-

ries categorized according to their quality attributes (i.e.,

compatibility, maintainability, performance, portability, reli-

ability, and security). Lucassen et al. [4] defined the user

story quality. Quality is categorized as unique and conflict-

free, uniform, independent, and complete. A tool called The
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Automatic Quality User Story Artisan was built to perform

the NLP process by identifying each quality criterion. The

tool generates reports related to the quality of user stories.

Villamizar et al. [36] obtained a security defect reporting

form from user stories with extracted user story key phrases

(verb + nouns), linking them with security properties and

high-level security requirements. The semantic similarity was

also used to identify duplications between user stories [37].

The WuP similarity was utilized to determine the semantic

similarity based on the aspects of what.

2) GENERATING THE MODEL/ARTIFACT

This category has the objective of generating software arti-

facts from natural language. The user story can be either

input or output of the generated artifact. Fourteen studies

reported methods for generating software model/artifacts

from user stories, that is, generating a test case from user sto-

ries [35]–[39], [64], generating class diagrams from user sto-

ries [40], [41], generating sequence diagrams from user

stories [46], generating a use case diagram from user sto-

ries [43]–[45], generating a use case scenario from user

stories [50], generating a multi-agent system from user sto-

ries [51], generating a source code from user stories [40], and

generating BPMN diagrams from user stories [40]. The soft-

ware artifact generation aims to cut time and cost in software

development and avoid inconsistencies, incompleteness, and

incorrect requirements and artifact/software models.

Test case generation from user stories is a popular

approach. One method used to generate a test case is cap-

turing information related to ontology [36], [38], machine

learning [39], dependency parsing [43], and transformation

rules [35], [39].

Athiththan et al. [40] and Landhäußer et al. [38] extracted

information on user stories and converted them into user

story ontology. Domain knowledge and ontology are made

according to the model to be created. Artifact generation is

performed by combining information among the user story

and domain ontologies. In this manner, Athiththan et al. [40]

generated test cases, source codes, and BPMN diagrams from

user stories. Meanwhile, [39], [41], [42] attempted to under-

stand and analyze the pattern of user stories and perform a

preprocessing for finding keywords. Nouns and verbs were

analyzed to formulate the test cases.

Several researchers proposed generating UML diagrams

from user stories. The main approach commonly used was

to employ part-of-speech tagging to identify verbs and nouns

as elements in UML diagrams. This technique was used to

generate use case diagrams [48], sequence diagrams [46],

and use case scenarios [50] from user stories. The same

approach was taken by [44], [45] to generate class diagrams.

In generating use case diagrams, [47] categorized the aspects

of what in user stories into three categories, namely task,

capability, and goal, to produce more detailed use case dia-

grams involving <include> and <extend> as dependency

relationships. The same concept was used by [15] to generate

multi-agent system development artifacts.

3) IDENTIFYING THE KEY ABSTRACTIONS

This category aims to identify the key abstractions from

NL documents that help analysts understand unknown

domains. The key abstraction identificationwas performed by

16 studies to understand the semantic connection in user

stories [48]–[50], identify topics and summarizing user sto-

ries [55], [56], construct a goal model from a set of user

stories [57], define the ontology for user stories [58], extract

the conceptual model of user stories [53], [54], prioritize

and estimate the user story complexity [56], [57], find the

linguistic structure of user stories [61], and extract user stories

from text [64]–[66].

Several methods can be used to obtain and understand

the semantic connections in user stories [48]–[50] using the

semantic similarity from user stories. Barbosa et al. [52]

utilized the cosine similarity function and clustering using the

K-medoids algorithm. Lucassen et al. [53] used the skip-gram

implementation of word2vec to calculate the semantic sim-

ilarity scores. Sharma and Kumar [54] employed the RV

coefficient algorithm to measure the similarity.

Gunes et al. [57] proposed to generate a goal model from

user stories automatically using NLP. This was achieved by

parsing each user story with NLP techniques. Gulle et al. [55]

identified topics inside crowd-generated user stories using

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Word Vectors, Word

Embeddings, and Word Mover’s Distance. In contrast,

Resketi et al. [56] tried to summarize a set of user stories

based on their frequencies.

Thamrongchote and Vatanawood [58] proposed to assist

user story writing by gathering knowledge concepts utiliz-

ing the ontology concept. Classes, a hierarchy of ontology,

schema graph, and synonymwere defined from the user story

data. This property was used to help write better user stories.

Lucassen et al. [53] introduced an automated approach

tool called Visual Narrator, which extracts conceptual mod-

els from the user story requirements using heuristics rules.

Wautelet et al. [59] determined the meta-model of user stories

by identifying the unified model of user stories’ descriptive

concepts (role, task, capability, soft goal, and hard goal).

Müter et al. [61] explored linguistic structures and action

verbs in task user stories. The task of the user stories was ana-

lyzed to determine the word patterns widely used, especially

verbs.

Several attempts have been made to produce effort size

and priority based on user stories. Ecar et al. [63] proposed

a functional size measurement method based on user stories

and COSMIC methods. Meanwhile, Castillo-Barrera et al.

[62] used bloom’s taxonomy to classify the complexity of

user stories.

Raharjana et al. [64], Rodeghero et al. [65], and

Henriksson et al. [66] extracted user stories from free text.

Rodeghero et al. used interview data to extract user story

information, Raharjana et al. [64] used data to obtain user

stories from online news to assist the elicitation software

process, while Henriksson et al. [66] used heterogeneous

digital sources.
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4) TRACING LINKS BETWEEN MODEL/NL REQUIREMENTS

This category aims to trace the relationship between the NL

description requirements or with other artifacts. Tracing the

relationship between these models and NL requirements can

assist during the software development process, particularly

in inconsistency checking and change management [72].

Three studies focused on tracing the relationship between

models and user stories: Plank et al. [67] tracked the develop-

ment status of user stories from software artifacts; Soni and

Gaur [68] identified the dependency type of user stories, and

Lucassen et al. [69] tracked the traceability of user stories

and software artifacts.

Plank et al. [67] illustrated the relationship between user

stories and software development artifacts. The software

development artifacts used included code comments, commit

messages, bug reports, and the development of wiki infor-

mation. Bag-of-word, similarity, and NER were also used to

extract information in user stories. The status of user stories

(to be implemented/in progress/completed) can be classified

when the relationship mapping between user stories and soft-

ware development artifacts is obtained.

Soni and Gaur [68] applied lexical analysis to user stories

to obtain index terms. Lexical analysis, fuzzy set theory, and

vector model are used to identify the type of dependency from

user requirements. Lucassen et al. [69] tracked the software

test artifact traceability with user stories by proposing the

behavior-driven traceability method metrics. These metrics

were generated based on user stories and source code using

the behavior-driven development tests to track the correlation.

C. (RQ2) WHAT APPROACHES WERE AVAILABLE IN

RESEARCH RELATED TO NLP IN USER STORIES?

To answer RQ2 about the approaches available in research

related to NLP in user stories, we divided them into several

pieces: NLP techniques, validation methods, and tools used.

1) NLP TECHNIQUES

We note the various NLP techniques reported in the primary

studies. Table 7 presents detailed information. The terms

used for the NLP techniques may be general. Some are

very specific under the context used by the primary studies.

Several studies reported utilizing more than one technique in

conducting scientific research.

The technique widely used by studies is POS tagging.

Thirteen studies confirmed using this technique. The other

NLP techniques used are vector space model (six studies),

named-entity recognizer (four studies), dependency (three

studies), syntactic parse tree (three studies), preprocessing,

bag-of-words, term frequency–inverse document frequency,

WuP similarity, lemmatization, semantic role labeling, skip-

gram, similarity matrix, fuzzy set theory, and open informa-

tion extraction.

Part-of-Speech (POS) is a lexical category of a sentence,

such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The advantage

of POS tags is that they can identify verb and noun phrases

TABLE 7. NLP techniques in user story studies.

accurately; this helps researchers identify key elements in

the user story, namely aspects of who, what, and why. The

aspect of who usually consists of noun phrases, while the

aspect of what and why consists of a verb followed by noun

phrases. The POS tags technique makes it easy to identify the

items needed to generate a model/artifact from a user story,

such as classes, activities, and use cases for UML Diagrams.

The disadvantage of using POS tags is that the performance

of identifying unfamiliar words, for instance, words that not

seen previously or slang, is low.

The following step after POS tagging may include imple-

menting the dependency parsing or syntactic parse tree.

Dependency parsing is the activity of extracting dependencies

from a sentence that representing a grammatical structure

and defining the relationships between words. The tree rep-

resentation of a lexical category of a sentence may come in

the syntactic parse tree. The advantage of using dependency

parsing is knowing grammatical relationships in the sentence,

such as identify the stakeholders and what they want within

the explicit sentences.

Another NLP technique for identifying words and phrases

chunks is to make use of a bag of words. Bag-of-words is

a technique of grouping words and calculating their term

frequency to measure their level of importance. Skip-gram

is a variant of bag-of-words that collects n-grams but allows

words to be skipped. The most common implementation of

the bag-of word is used to classify text.

It leads to machine learning implementation on user story

research. Several machine learning approaches are being uti-

lized as NLP techniques in user story studies, such as cluster-

ing, logistic regression, vector space model, similarity, and
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fuzzy set theory. Machine learning approaches are divided

into supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and rein-

forcement learning. The vector space model represents a text

document as a vector so that the document relevance ranking

can be calculated based on the document similarity theory.

WuP similarity and similarity matrix are some of the other

techniques to calculate the similarity between documents.

The fuzzy set theory allows a gradual assessment of the

membership of elements in a set, usually used in domains

where the information is incomplete or imprecise.

The NLP techniques used to identify the aspect of who

include Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Semantic role

labeling. NER is a technique for finding and classifying

named entities in unstructured text. They were usually used

to identify people, organizations, or other entities written in

the text. Semantic role labeling is the process of assigning a

label to a word or phrase in a sentence indicating its semantic

role. The advantage of NER and semantic role modeling is

that it has great accuracy for text in a trained domain, but

it may need to be improved when implemented in a new

domain.

Althoughmost of the studies do not explain the preprocess-

ing technique in detail, however, this step is an essential step

for preparing the data. Preprocessing is a stage for treating

data into the desired form; the process usually includes tok-

enization, filtering, and stop-word removal. Lemmatization is

the process of grouping a word’s forms to be analyzed as one

item dictionary form; another similar approach is stemming,

which changes to its raw form.

2) VALIDATION METHODS

We examined four types of validation conducted by

researchers to assess the results: precision and recall, case

study/example, average time and effort comparison, and pro-

totype demonstration.

Many primary studies employ case studies for evaluation

methods. This evaluation method reports experiences based

on best examples, which usually provide lessons learned.

Besides, several studies used prototype demonstration as

proof of their concept. Several other studies conducted eval-

uations by comparing the tool’s performance with control

elements, such as the average time and effort required by tools

compared to groups of experts.

The evaluations of studies in the NLP field usually

employed precision, recall, and F-measure as the quality

indicators. Precision is how many of the items selected are

relevant, as shown in (1). A recall is how many relevant items

are selected, as shown in (2). F-measure unites precision and

recall, as shown in (3).

Precision =
True Positive

True Positive+ False Positive
(1)

Recall =
TruePositive

True Positive+ False Negative
(2)

F − measure = 2x
Precision ∗ Recall

Precision+ Recall
(3)

with

True Positive = the correctly labeled instances.

False Positive = incorrectly labeled instances.

False Negative = the missed-out instances by the system.

Unexpectedly, the evaluations using precision and recall

are not the main evaluations conducted by the primary stud-

ies. Only ten studies used precision and recall, while 16 used

case study example methods as validation methods. The aver-

age time and effort comparison and prototype demonstration

were performed by two primary studies. Table 8 illustrates

the validation methods of the user stories used in the primary

studies.

TABLE 8. User stories study validation methods.

The evaluation was done by comparing the results with

the predictions made by human annotators and usually using

a group of software developers or university students. What

was evaluated was depending on the study purpose. Most of

the datasets used by researchers were independently collected

and privately stored for internal needs.

3) NLP TOOLS

Most studies used SpaCy or Stanford CoreNLP to con-

duct NLP. Some stated using word2vec, WordNet, LingPipe

Toolkit, PropBank, TreeTagger, and Stanford POS tagger,

while some did not report what tools they utilized. More than

one tool was used in some studies (e.g., SpaCy and NLTK).

Table 9 lists the NLP toolkits used in the studies.

The feature in the widely used tool is the POS tag, which

is available in almost all tools. This feature is very useful

in user story study because it can be used to chunk phrases

into verb and nouns to quickly determine the aspects of who,

what, and why in the user story. Also, most tools support

preprocessing natural language as basic functionality, making

it easier for researchers to carry out their research. Another

useful feature is to calculate similarity. Word2vec is the most

widely used similarity calculation implementation; besides

SpaCy and WordNet also provide similar functionality with

different implementation techniques.

D. (RQ3) WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES OF USING NLP IN

USER STORY RESEARCH?

The primary studies reported several challenges. Some were

related to the improvement of recall and precision, dataset,

understanding the correct interpretation of a sentence, and
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TABLE 9. NLP tools in the user story studies.

TABLE 10. Challenges.

human intervention. Table 10 summarizes the challenges

reported in the primary studies.

Throughout the recall and precision evaluation, the

researchers reported that the precision results were still not as

expected, even though the recall results achieved were in line

with the expectations. Lucassen et al. [4] obtained consistent

recall results above 90%, but the average precision value

was still approximately 72–77% [38]. They even obtained

very low precision values. However, we must understand that

the different objectives, data, and research methods are not

necessarily comparable to an apple-to-apple data comparison.

The researchers agree that achieving a high-precision value is

still challenging.

Datasets have several challenges, including heterogeneity,

low amount of data, and manual tagging of data. The lim-

ited number of user story datasets openly available makes

it difficult to obtain large amounts of user story data. The

limited heterogeneity of the data faces an issue. Researchers

usually independently collect user story datasets for their

purposes. The problem of heterogeneity and low amount of

data has become an issue when analyzing user stories using

machine learning algorithms (e.g., clustering or semantic

similarity). Another challenge is obtaining reliable ground

truth data, which is usually done by manually tagging the

data. Primary studies usually use groups of software devel-

opers or university students to conduct manual data tagging.

University students are usually preferred because of ease of

access to do manual tagging, especially for large data. Stud-

ies found that experience influences the outcome of manual

tagging, but with special handling, the result does not bring

up major issues. Special handling may include providing a

clear explanation of what to do in the manual tagging process

and the Kappa analysis to know the agreement level between

respondents.

The results of user story studies using NLP generate results

that are context/domain dependent [31], indicating that it

cannot be generally used in all problem contexts. This is

not a new problem in machine learning. The results would

become more accurate if the data used are homogeneous.

However, this does not apply to domains/problems that differ

from the data used as the training data. A very large dataset

is required to obtain generic results. In addition, NLP in

user stories cannot yet handle complex systems, especially

in the process of turning user stories into software artifact

software [36], [43]. Most studies are still researching specific

data and have not tried doing it in complex systems or real

applications.

The automation process in NLP research on user stories

still requires human intervention. For example, detecting

the ambiguity of user stories can be time-consuming, even

though it has been done using tools [34]. In broad outline,

the results obtained cannot yet match human results [35]. The

NLP implementation on software requirements usually can-

not fully implement automation, but this can be accomplished

in software development.

As in general research, understanding the proper sentence

interpretation remains a challenge. Some challenges involve

compounds that are difficult to correctly identify [60], verbs

that can be difficult to link up to the appropriate object [60],

and conjunctions [60]. The same verb can be classified into

different categories [62].

VI. DISCUSSION

Several findings can be presented from the result of the

literature review. We described the meaning of the findings

related to our RQs and identified the study limitations.
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A. GENERAL FINDING

We found that the geographic location of the authors var-

ied across five continents. The contributions also spread

from many countries, for example, from Europe (Nether-

lands, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Turkey, and Sweden), Asia

(India, Indonesia, Iran, Thailand, and Sri Lanka), America

(Brazil, USA, and Mexico), Africa (Morroco, and Egypt),

and Australia represented by New Zealand. We observe that

Europe is still the center of research in this area. Many

primary studies from Europe have become references to other

primary studies. The geographic location distribution is a

good signal for the research area development. Studies on the

NLP and user stories are already the concern of researchers

from different countries.

More than half of the studies were preliminary studies,

indicating that the research area is not mature and still at the

early stage. This is normal because ASD as a research field

is also newly developed [5].

The number of publications in this area increases every

year. The conference and book chapters still dominate the

publication area. This is natural for new and emerging fields

of science because the conference and the book chapter offer

a relatively fast process in a publication compared to journals.

The year 2016 has also begun publication in journals that

mark the improvement in research quality.

B. FINDINGS RELATED TO RQ1

The purposes of NLP and user story research still majorly

focus on identifying abstraction and generating models.

The abstraction identification was reasonably made in

the early stages of this research because the researchers

were still studying the characteristics of user stories. The

semi-structured user story format was systematic and rela-

tively easier to analyze. Some researchers tried to identify

abstraction by defining the ontology and understanding the

semantic relationship between the user stories to group them

according to specific goals.

What has not been much discussed was how the user story

extraction from free text is performed. The current research

still concentrates on user story processing. The generation of

user stories from free text has not yet been much explored.

What makes it is complex is usually a free text characteristic

that is difficult to understand and a language structure that

needs to be analyzed deeper. Challenges like identifying the

aspects of who, what, and why from free text and how to

compose these three aspects in a user story must be addressed

to achieve these goals.

If free text data are derived from software-related docu-

ments, such as app review, user comment, app description,

and identification aspect of what, it might be possible to adopt

the feature extraction software widely used by researchers.

If the data comes from non-software-related documents, such

as news or social media, extra effort would be required to

distinguish between the aspects of what related to software

requirements or not. The named-entity recognition technique

can be implemented to obtain the aspect of who. To find the

aspect of why, the causal relationship between the aspects of

what must be recognized.

Generating models/artifacts from a user story is widely

performed by researchers. Most take the noun phrase and

the verb from a user story to be converted into software

artifacts, such as a class diagram, a sequence diagram, a use

case diagram, and a BPMN. Researchers also use supporting

data from the source code to obtain a model pattern. Most

researchers use predefined rules to generate user stories into

artifact software.

In recent years, the research focus began to shift to the dis-

covery of the defects and trace links betweenmodels/artifacts.

From this, researchers should have learned a pretty good

picture related to the abstraction of user stories. They have

explored machine learning techniques and semantic similar-

ity to do such research.

Like the use case, the user story format also has several

functions, such as documentation, software artifact gener-

ation, and validation/testing [23]. All these functions were

covered by the primary studies, but substantial improvement

is necessary. The requirements written in the natural language

have some issues, including inconsistency, incompleteness,

and incorrectness. Some studies on user stories are concerned

with these issues, especially on user story quality research.

C. FINDINGS RELATED TO RQ2

The availability of NLP tools that support thorough features

can help researchers conduct their research according to

research objectives. The majority of NLP research on user

stories still focuses on using NLP for preprocessing and POS

tagging. The identification of verbs and nouns is the basis

for processing the user story—all the objectives of NLP in

user story research using this technique. Specifically, the

purpose of identifying the key abstractions and generating

a model/artifact is usually enough to identify the aspects of

who, what, and why and then map the appropriate artifacts

accordingly. Meanwhile, to discover defects and trace links

between models / NL requirements, most often need machine

learning processing in achieving its goals, such as to calculate

similarity value between artifacts.

Most of the NLP studies on user stories are based on syntax

or word-level approaches, while the semantics approach has

not been much explored. This is an opportunity to be able

to maximize the NLP benefits in user story research. Cam-

bria and White Cambria and White envisioned the evolu-

tion of NLP research through three eras of curves, namely

syntactic curve (bag-of-words), semantics curve (bag-of-

concepts), and pragmatics curve (bag-of-narratives). This can

be adopted by user story research to be able to shift into the

semantics curve. Research using deep learning in this field is

still open for exploration, with the main obstacle being the

availability of a large-size user story dataset.

The limited user story dataset that can be accessed indi-

cates the need for open datasets. The majority of researchers

own or collect data themselves. Quality datasets are important
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because poor raw data would produce poor results. Available

user story datasets are limited (e.g., [73] and [74]). The chal-

lenge of providing this dataset is that these data are usually

owned by software companies, which are reluctant to share

due to privacy concerns. An open dataset is important for

comparing results with previous studies. In addition, it facil-

itates access for researchers to conduct user story research.

The format of user stories with a broad scope can be

strengths and weaknesses. This is problematic, especially in

epic user stories with other sub-user stories. The user story

scope may consist of goals, tasks, and capabilities that must

be clearly defined when performing further processes. This

is important if you want to use user stories to generate other

software artifacts or see the traceability between user stories

and software artifacts.

Even though the focus of the study’s contribution empha-

sized the use of NLP in user stories, most studies did not

include detailed NLP procedures. Most studies included only

the techniques used without providing sufficient detailed

information on how the procedure is done.

The most widely used NPL technique is the POS tag based

on the fact that the study objectives usually require the verbs

and the nouns of the user story. Other techniques, such as

preprocessing, syntactic parse tree, dependency, lemmatiza-

tion, term frequency–inverse document frequency, and bag-

of-word, are also referred to in the primary studies. The

NER and semantic role labeling are usually used to obtain

the aspects of who in the text. Techniques, such as cluster-

ing, machine learning, and vector space models, are used to

acquire the semantic similarity in a user story.

Most primary studies are still preliminary studies; hence,

it is not surprising that the evaluation technique still uses

a case study/by example. Ideally, evaluation is done using

precision and recall because it is widely used inNLP research.

SpaCy, Stanford CoreNLP, NLTK, and word2vec are the

main tools used by researchers along with other supporting

tools, such as WordNet, PropBank, and Stanford POS tagger.

These tools do not stand alone. Researchers sometimes use

more than one tool in accordance with the requirements.

D. FINDINGS RELATED TO RQ3

Contextual knowledge is needed when processing user sto-

ries [75]. Different problem domains often introduce new

terms/words in user stories, including tacit knowledge (infor-

mation understood by domain experts), which makes it diffi-

cult to obtain a general pattern. As reported by several studies,

the domain context influences the scope of results. Some

studies have reported changes when applying their methods

to broader and more complex user stories.

The main advantage of using NLP is that it helps system

analysts understand and manage user stories. In general,

the processing time can be improved compared with the man-

ual method [40]. Using NLP also helps system analysts more

quickly understand the context of requirements, especially

when handling a large collection of user stories [52]. NLP

can be applied to provide suggestions on how to complete

user stories [33].

E. LIMITATION OF THE REVIEW

Some papers might be missed, which could affect the incom-

pleteness of our results. We used a defined protocol, per-

formed a rigorous search, and used multiple databases to

reduce this risk.We also applied forward and backward snow-

balling to obtain a comprehensive primary study in the study

search and selection process.

We used the spreadsheet tool and Mendeley software to

manage the study results and avoid primary study duplication.

We also implemented a phased search strategy to manage text

duplication. In the inclusion and exclusion process, we only

scanned based on the title, abstract, and keywords in each

database, which might affect irrelevant, relevant, or unre-

lated papers on the list. We added the stages of full-text

articles assessed for eligibility to avoid irrelevant papers.

For untracked relevant papers, we accepted the risk with

the argument that the core context of the paper should be

available in the title, abstract, and keywords.

VII. CONCLUSION

This study presented an SLR of the implementation of NLP

in user stories. We identified 287 studies on the initial search

and produced 30 primary studies after applying the inclusion

and exclusion criteria. We complemented this count with

additional three primary studies after employing forward and

backward snowballing.We then evaluated the primary studies

through quality assessment.

The main findings of the SLR are as follows:

(i) Many studies are position papers expressing ideas by

displaying examples of the application of concepts, indicating

that more research would imerge in the near future.

(ii) The category of studies mostly performed is key

abstraction identification of user stories and generation of

models or artifacts from user stories.

(iii) POS tags are the most widely used NLP techniques,

but semantic approaches (e.g., vector space models and

machine learning) are starting to gain a place.

(iv) A case study is widely used for study evaluation.

However, the precision-recall method would be widely used

as research maturity increases.

(v) In line with NLP research in general, understanding the

context of a sentence is still a major issue herein. We believe

that the study findings can help researchers conduct research

in the field of user stories with NLP.

Our review showed that this research field is still imma-

ture and requires deeper exploration. The NLP application

could be developed such that it can produce more diverse

and useful results. Some NLP studies on user stories have

shown good foundations, such as conceptual models of user

story extraction, software artifacts from user stories, user

story similarity, priority and size estimation, user quality

stories, and user story extraction. We hope that the ASD

would also thrive in NLP and user story research. Research
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in broader aspects, such as management and requirement

security maintenance may also be another area of interest.

Industry involvement also needs to be encouraged for the

mutual benefit of researchers and practitioners.
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